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Category Sub-Category First Name Question

1. Retail District Restaurants Kathy  K. We need a restaurant that serves falafel in the neighborhood.   A good bakery is needed too. 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Char M. Have you offered the ballfields to the Little League?  There are rumors to that effect. 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Tony G. What is Ryan's positon on the ball fields? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Meredith T. Are the Ford Little League fields going to be demolished?   If so, is there a plan to move them? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Darcy T. How many ball fields are being planned for Highland Little League?

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Patrick M. What could the community do to support the continued use of the baseball fields?

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Tom C. What about the highland little league fields
2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Parks Nina J. I am strongly in favor of including an off-leash dog park in the new development - is this possible? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Water Live Audience You've said you're not purchasing the CP Rail at this point - does that inhibit the ability to connect the 

water feature to Hidden Falls

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Transit Peter B. How can we ensure mass transit will work if the roads are full of cars?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Parking Joe & Leanne D. Parking for tenants? And traffic along Cretin/other arterial streets? If Cretin is clogged now at Marshall, 

how will further development affect it?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Parking Kathy K. Will you plan for parking during snow emergencies so there is not overflow onto already crowded 

streets?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Speed Jim M. How can Ryan help the neighborhood control the speed of traffic? 

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Phil C. Are you aware of existing traffic flow problems north of the Ford site? Because there are no turn lanes 

on Cretin or Cleveland - one turning car stops traffic, causing blocklong backups. How does this affect 

your palns for projected traffic increase once the project is underway?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Jean H. Has a company been chosen to do the traffic study? Will Ryan consider using a different company than 

originally used since there is a public perception this was not a valid study?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Paul E. Do you have data on how traffic after the development is complete compared to traffic when the Ford 

plant was in full operation?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Density Peter M. With 4,000 projected units, and perhaps 2.5 people per unit, that's 10,000 people in 21 square miles or 

50,000 per square mile (135 acres = 0.21 square miles) density - how is that ok???

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Greg J. What is the plan to address the increase in number of vehicles in the area - both for residents & service 

vehicles?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Greg J. What are the number of vehicles expected and how were they derived?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Mathews H. What disincentives to car ownership & car driving can and/or will you include so that new residents do 

not bring one car for every new residents, so that transit does not get gridlocked?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Tom C. What is the plan for roads and traffic as well as sewer, water & electricity
3. Traffic, Density ,Height Building Height Can you review the survey question and its choices?  Why is ow rise defined as 4-6 stories? I would call 

that medium rise.  It would be nice to have 3-4 story choices.

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Affordable Brandon L. Could you elaborate more on how you will achieve 20% affordable housing and how much will be at 

30% AMI?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Live Audience Have you considered including a boutique hotel in the plan? We could use one. 

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Affordable Mary T. What is your plan for meeting the affordable housing requirements set by the city council?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Density Darcy T. What is the the tentative quantity of housing unit? (More accurate than just saying "under 4000")

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Ron B. What provisions are being made for senior housing? Co-housing?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Mary Jo S. Any plans for senior 1 floor housing at a reasonable price?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Lois H. Do you have any idea as to the senior housing plans? Will it be simply residential over 55 or a complex 

(like Carondelet) which includes skilled care?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types Julie K. Why no single family homes?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types Julie K. What other options are you exploring besides 4-6 stories and 7-10 story buildings?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Phil C. What does "Residential Standard" mean? Is the clean-up suitable only for multi-resident buildings? 

Could single family homes be built on the site? 

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types James M. We are homeowners in Highland, empty nesters.  We like it here and are eager to have alternative 

housing available at the ford site.  We are eager to move sooner than later.

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Bike Infrastructure Kourtny L. What are your plans for biking infrastructure, specifically protected bike lanes & bike parking?

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Transit Leonard S. Transportation from site to shopping Ford and Cleveland -- minimize driving short distances by small 

buses, bikes, electric bikes and escalator

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Parking Tom R. Where do you think visitors of residents will park? Some street parking? 

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Traffic Study Live Audience Will the traffic study build in expected increases in traffic, yet to come, from new development on 

Snelling Ave, Marshall Ave, and the soccer stadium? 

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Transit Michael D. The city’s long term transit plan, at least the most ambitious and expensive portions, effectively treats this 
development as if it doesn’t exist. I.e, the site will remain as it did a decade ago, when the Riverview 
Corridor study began.    How do you see St. Paul’s most ambitious and optimistic development in memory 
succeeding if transit is an afterthought in a geographically constricted location?    Will Ryan engage the city 
to bring meaningful transit integration to the thousands who will live here?

7. Architectural Character Design Annice G. May we assume that you are currently doing some planning - renderings, moving ahead, even as you 

meet with the community? 

8. Edges of the Site Boulevards Janet B. Have you considered continuing the boulevard design of Mount Curve into the Ford Property as a way of 

providing a sense of continuity from the old to the new?

11. Misc Community Engagement Tom R. Are you attending Highland District Council meeting and listening to the discussion? Council votes 

should be noted, but also minority views. 

11. Misc Timeline Live Audience What is the timeline for the project? 

11. Misc Property Tax Revenue Gary M. If St. Paul was looking at $22M in annual revenue, how does your plan meet that goal? 

11. Misc Cost Gary  M. Follow - if St. Paul has to invest $ 86M sewers/road, etc. how do you plan to re-coup those costs?

11. Misc Timeline Mary Jo S. What is the projected date of completion?

11. Misc Master Developer Jerry L. Due to the size of the project there are many groups working to satisfy their own agendas. I worry tha 

the home buying customer & other future residents will have their needs lost in all of the other 

competing interests. How will Ryan handle this?

11. Misc Community Engagement Jim M. In short, can you help us lend a voice with the city?

11. Misc Public Art Colleen Z. Noticed absence of "arts" "public art" "community space" "blue zones" on your mailing list and plans. 

How are you addressing these areas of interest, gathering community input/engagement of what we 

would like to see at this site?

11. Misc CP Rail Brian M. Where are the conversations at with CP Rail at the rail-spur conversion to trail?

11. Misc Accessibility Live Audience I haven't heard anything about disability housing - i.e., people in wheelchairs, counterheights, etc. - 

specifically related to individual units

11. Misc Community Engagement Annice G. What/when do you anticipate as "the" meeting that includes "the" plan - as you have resolved it to be: a 

master plan revelation.

11. Misc Parking Tom R. With fairly shallow bedrock and limestone underneath, any change of underground parking? (It's 

expensive I know)

11. Misc Master Developer Jamie P. As the "developer" on this project, what does that actually mean? Are you literally designing and 

builing everything on site? 

11. Misc Community Engagement Linda C. Please start your meetings on time. Many of us came on time out of respect for your agenda & now we’re told 
that we’ll be starting in ten minutes or so. We also have other things to do with our time. Thank you

11. Misc Smart City Technology John W. How will “smart city” Technologies be integrated into the Ford site development?  Smart Buildings, Smart 
Homes, Video Surveillance, Start Meters (gas, electric, water), Connected Parking Meters, Optical Networks, 
Intelligent traffic signals, Photovoltaic (solar panels) and grid inverters 5G wireless technology

11. Misc Community Engagement Sarah S. What community engagement do you have planned outside of neighborhood meetings? As a parent of 

two small children, it is hard for me to make a meeting. 
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11. Misc Accessibility Live Audience I haven't heard anything about disability housing - i.e., people in wheelchairs, counterheights, etc. - 

specifically related to individual units

11. Misc Community Engagement Annice G. What/when do you anticipate as "the" meeting that includes "the" plan - as you have resolved it to be: a 

master plan revelation.

11. Misc Parking Tom R. With fairly shallow bedrock and limestone underneath, any change of underground parking? (It's 

expensive I know)

11. Misc Master Developer Jamie P. As the "developer" on this project, what does that actually mean? Are you literally designing and 

builing everything on site? 

11. Misc Community Engagement Linda C. Please start your meetings on time. Many of us came on time out of respect for your agenda & now we’re told 
that we’ll be starting in ten minutes or so. We also have other things to do with our time. Thank you

11. Misc Smart City Technology John W. How will “smart city” Technologies be integrated into the Ford site development?  Smart Buildings, Smart 
Homes, Video Surveillance, Start Meters (gas, electric, water), Connected Parking Meters, Optical Networks, 
Intelligent traffic signals, Photovoltaic (solar panels) and grid inverters 5G wireless technology

11. Misc Community Engagement Sarah S. What community engagement do you have planned outside of neighborhood meetings? As a parent of 

two small children, it is hard for me to make a meeting. 



Category Sub-Category First Name Question

1. Retail District Restaurants Kathy  K. We need a restaurant that serves falafel in the neighborhood.   A good bakery is needed too. 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Char M. Have you offered the ballfields to the Little League?  There are rumors to that effect. 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Tony G. What is Ryan's positon on the ball fields? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Meredith T. Are the Ford Little League fields going to be demolished?   If so, is there a plan to move them? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Darcy T. How many ball fields are being planned for Highland Little League?

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Patrick M. What could the community do to support the continued use of the baseball fields?

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Tom C. What about the highland little league fields
2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Parks Nina J. I am strongly in favor of including an off-leash dog park in the new development - is this possible? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Water Live Audience You've said you're not purchasing the CP Rail at this point - does that inhibit the ability to connect the 

water feature to Hidden Falls

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Transit Peter B. How can we ensure mass transit will work if the roads are full of cars?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Parking Joe & Leanne D. Parking for tenants? And traffic along Cretin/other arterial streets? If Cretin is clogged now at Marshall, 

how will further development affect it?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Parking Kathy K. Will you plan for parking during snow emergencies so there is not overflow onto already crowded 

streets?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Speed Jim M. How can Ryan help the neighborhood control the speed of traffic? 

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Phil C. Are you aware of existing traffic flow problems north of the Ford site? Because there are no turn lanes 

on Cretin or Cleveland - one turning car stops traffic, causing blocklong backups. How does this affect 

your palns for projected traffic increase once the project is underway?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Jean H. Has a company been chosen to do the traffic study? Will Ryan consider using a different company than 

originally used since there is a public perception this was not a valid study?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Paul E. Do you have data on how traffic after the development is complete compared to traffic when the Ford 

plant was in full operation?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Density Peter M. With 4,000 projected units, and perhaps 2.5 people per unit, that's 10,000 people in 21 square miles or 

50,000 per square mile (135 acres = 0.21 square miles) density - how is that ok???

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Greg J. What is the plan to address the increase in number of vehicles in the area - both for residents & service 

vehicles?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Greg J. What are the number of vehicles expected and how were they derived?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Mathews H. What disincentives to car ownership & car driving can and/or will you include so that new residents do 

not bring one car for every new residents, so that transit does not get gridlocked?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Tom C. What is the plan for roads and traffic as well as sewer, water & electricity
3. Traffic, Density ,Height Building Height Can you review the survey question and its choices?  Why is ow rise defined as 4-6 stories? I would call 

that medium rise.  It would be nice to have 3-4 story choices.

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Affordable Brandon L. Could you elaborate more on how you will achieve 20% affordable housing and how much will be at 

30% AMI?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Live Audience Have you considered including a boutique hotel in the plan? We could use one. 

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Affordable Mary T. What is your plan for meeting the affordable housing requirements set by the city council?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Density Darcy T. What is the the tentative quantity of housing unit? (More accurate than just saying "under 4000")

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Ron B. What provisions are being made for senior housing? Co-housing?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Mary Jo S. Any plans for senior 1 floor housing at a reasonable price?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Lois H. Do you have any idea as to the senior housing plans? Will it be simply residential over 55 or a complex 

(like Carondelet) which includes skilled care?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types Julie K. Why no single family homes?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types Julie K. What other options are you exploring besides 4-6 stories and 7-10 story buildings?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Phil C. What does "Residential Standard" mean? Is the clean-up suitable only for multi-resident buildings? 

Could single family homes be built on the site? 

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types James M. We are homeowners in Highland, empty nesters.  We like it here and are eager to have alternative 

housing available at the ford site.  We are eager to move sooner than later.

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Bike Infrastructure Kourtny L. What are your plans for biking infrastructure, specifically protected bike lanes & bike parking?

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Transit Leonard S. Transportation from site to shopping Ford and Cleveland -- minimize driving short distances by small 

buses, bikes, electric bikes and escalator

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Parking Tom R. Where do you think visitors of residents will park? Some street parking? 

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Traffic Study Live Audience Will the traffic study build in expected increases in traffic, yet to come, from new development on 

Snelling Ave, Marshall Ave, and the soccer stadium? 

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Transit Michael D. The city’s long term transit plan, at least the most ambitious and expensive portions, effectively treats this 
development as if it doesn’t exist. I.e, the site will remain as it did a decade ago, when the Riverview 
Corridor study began.    How do you see St. Paul’s most ambitious and optimistic development in memory 
succeeding if transit is an afterthought in a geographically constricted location?    Will Ryan engage the city 
to bring meaningful transit integration to the thousands who will live here?

7. Architectural Character Design Annice G. May we assume that you are currently doing some planning - renderings, moving ahead, even as you 

meet with the community? 

8. Edges of the Site Boulevards Janet B. Have you considered continuing the boulevard design of Mount Curve into the Ford Property as a way of 

providing a sense of continuity from the old to the new?

11. Misc Community Engagement Tom R. Are you attending Highland District Council meeting and listening to the discussion? Council votes 

should be noted, but also minority views. 

11. Misc Timeline Live Audience What is the timeline for the project? 

11. Misc Property Tax Revenue Gary M. If St. Paul was looking at $22M in annual revenue, how does your plan meet that goal? 

11. Misc Cost Gary  M. Follow - if St. Paul has to invest $ 86M sewers/road, etc. how do you plan to re-coup those costs?

11. Misc Timeline Mary Jo S. What is the projected date of completion?

11. Misc Master Developer Jerry L. Due to the size of the project there are many groups working to satisfy their own agendas. I worry tha 

the home buying customer & other future residents will have their needs lost in all of the other 

competing interests. How will Ryan handle this?

11. Misc Community Engagement Jim M. In short, can you help us lend a voice with the city?

11. Misc Public Art Colleen Z. Noticed absence of "arts" "public art" "community space" "blue zones" on your mailing list and plans. 

How are you addressing these areas of interest, gathering community input/engagement of what we 

would like to see at this site?

11. Misc CP Rail Brian M. Where are the conversations at with CP Rail at the rail-spur conversion to trail?

11. Misc Accessibility Live Audience I haven't heard anything about disability housing - i.e., people in wheelchairs, counterheights, etc. - 

specifically related to individual units

11. Misc Community Engagement Annice G. What/when do you anticipate as "the" meeting that includes "the" plan - as you have resolved it to be: a 

master plan revelation.

11. Misc Parking Tom R. With fairly shallow bedrock and limestone underneath, any change of underground parking? (It's 

expensive I know)

11. Misc Master Developer Jamie P. As the "developer" on this project, what does that actually mean? Are you literally designing and 

builing everything on site? 

11. Misc Community Engagement Linda C. Please start your meetings on time. Many of us came on time out of respect for your agenda & now we’re told 
that we’ll be starting in ten minutes or so. We also have other things to do with our time. Thank you

11. Misc Smart City Technology John W. How will “smart city” Technologies be integrated into the Ford site development?  Smart Buildings, Smart 
Homes, Video Surveillance, Start Meters (gas, electric, water), Connected Parking Meters, Optical Networks, 
Intelligent traffic signals, Photovoltaic (solar panels) and grid inverters 5G wireless technology

11. Misc Community Engagement Sarah S. What community engagement do you have planned outside of neighborhood meetings? As a parent of 

two small children, it is hard for me to make a meeting. 

Category Sub-Category First Name Question

1. Retail District Restaurants Kathy  K. We need a restaurant that serves falafel in the neighborhood.   A good bakery is needed too. 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Char M. Have you offered the ballfields to the Little League?  There are rumors to that effect. 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Tony G. What is Ryan's positon on the ball fields? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Meredith T. Are the Ford Little League fields going to be demolished?   If so, is there a plan to move them? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Darcy T. How many ball fields are being planned for Highland Little League?

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Patrick M. What could the community do to support the continued use of the baseball fields?

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Ball Fields Tom C. What about the highland little league fields
2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Parks Nina J. I am strongly in favor of including an off-leash dog park in the new development - is this possible? 

2. Parks, Open Space, Greenspace Water Live Audience You've said you're not purchasing the CP Rail at this point - does that inhibit the ability to connect the 

water feature to Hidden Falls

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Transit Peter B. How can we ensure mass transit will work if the roads are full of cars?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Parking Joe & Leanne D. Parking for tenants? And traffic along Cretin/other arterial streets? If Cretin is clogged now at Marshall, 

how will further development affect it?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Parking Kathy K. Will you plan for parking during snow emergencies so there is not overflow onto already crowded 

streets?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Speed Jim M. How can Ryan help the neighborhood control the speed of traffic? 

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Phil C. Are you aware of existing traffic flow problems north of the Ford site? Because there are no turn lanes 

on Cretin or Cleveland - one turning car stops traffic, causing blocklong backups. How does this affect 

your palns for projected traffic increase once the project is underway?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Jean H. Has a company been chosen to do the traffic study? Will Ryan consider using a different company than 

originally used since there is a public perception this was not a valid study?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Paul E. Do you have data on how traffic after the development is complete compared to traffic when the Ford 

plant was in full operation?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Density Peter M. With 4,000 projected units, and perhaps 2.5 people per unit, that's 10,000 people in 21 square miles or 

50,000 per square mile (135 acres = 0.21 square miles) density - how is that ok???

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Greg J. What is the plan to address the increase in number of vehicles in the area - both for residents & service 

vehicles?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Study Greg J. What are the number of vehicles expected and how were they derived?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Mathews H. What disincentives to car ownership & car driving can and/or will you include so that new residents do 

not bring one car for every new residents, so that transit does not get gridlocked?

3. Traffic, Density ,Height Traffic Tom C. What is the plan for roads and traffic as well as sewer, water & electricity
3. Traffic, Density ,Height Building Height Can you review the survey question and its choices?  Why is ow rise defined as 4-6 stories? I would call 

that medium rise.  It would be nice to have 3-4 story choices.

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Affordable Brandon L. Could you elaborate more on how you will achieve 20% affordable housing and how much will be at 

30% AMI?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Live Audience Have you considered including a boutique hotel in the plan? We could use one. 

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Affordable Mary T. What is your plan for meeting the affordable housing requirements set by the city council?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Density Darcy T. What is the the tentative quantity of housing unit? (More accurate than just saying "under 4000")

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Ron B. What provisions are being made for senior housing? Co-housing?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Mary Jo S. Any plans for senior 1 floor housing at a reasonable price?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Senior Lois H. Do you have any idea as to the senior housing plans? Will it be simply residential over 55 or a complex 

(like Carondelet) which includes skilled care?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types Julie K. Why no single family homes?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types Julie K. What other options are you exploring besides 4-6 stories and 7-10 story buildings?

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Phil C. What does "Residential Standard" mean? Is the clean-up suitable only for multi-resident buildings? 

Could single family homes be built on the site? 

4. Mixture of Uses & Housing Types Types James M. We are homeowners in Highland, empty nesters.  We like it here and are eager to have alternative 

housing available at the ford site.  We are eager to move sooner than later.

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Bike Infrastructure Kourtny L. What are your plans for biking infrastructure, specifically protected bike lanes & bike parking?

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Transit Leonard S. Transportation from site to shopping Ford and Cleveland -- minimize driving short distances by small 

buses, bikes, electric bikes and escalator

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Parking Tom R. Where do you think visitors of residents will park? Some street parking? 

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Traffic Study Live Audience Will the traffic study build in expected increases in traffic, yet to come, from new development on 

Snelling Ave, Marshall Ave, and the soccer stadium? 

6. Bike, Automobile & Pedestrian Traffic Transit Michael D. The city’s long term transit plan, at least the most ambitious and expensive portions, effectively treats this 
development as if it doesn’t exist. I.e, the site will remain as it did a decade ago, when the Riverview 
Corridor study began.    How do you see St. Paul’s most ambitious and optimistic development in memory 
succeeding if transit is an afterthought in a geographically constricted location?    Will Ryan engage the city 
to bring meaningful transit integration to the thousands who will live here?

7. Architectural Character Design Annice G. May we assume that you are currently doing some planning - renderings, moving ahead, even as you 

meet with the community? 

8. Edges of the Site Boulevards Janet B. Have you considered continuing the boulevard design of Mount Curve into the Ford Property as a way of 

providing a sense of continuity from the old to the new?

11. Misc Community Engagement Tom R. Are you attending Highland District Council meeting and listening to the discussion? Council votes 

should be noted, but also minority views. 

11. Misc Timeline Live Audience What is the timeline for the project? 

11. Misc Property Tax Revenue Gary M. If St. Paul was looking at $22M in annual revenue, how does your plan meet that goal? 

11. Misc Cost Gary  M. Follow - if St. Paul has to invest $ 86M sewers/road, etc. how do you plan to re-coup those costs?

11. Misc Timeline Mary Jo S. What is the projected date of completion?

11. Misc Master Developer Jerry L. Due to the size of the project there are many groups working to satisfy their own agendas. I worry tha 

the home buying customer & other future residents will have their needs lost in all of the other 

competing interests. How will Ryan handle this?

11. Misc Community Engagement Jim M. In short, can you help us lend a voice with the city?

11. Misc Public Art Colleen Z. Noticed absence of "arts" "public art" "community space" "blue zones" on your mailing list and plans. 

How are you addressing these areas of interest, gathering community input/engagement of what we 

would like to see at this site?

11. Misc CP Rail Brian M. Where are the conversations at with CP Rail at the rail-spur conversion to trail?

11. Misc Accessibility Live Audience I haven't heard anything about disability housing - i.e., people in wheelchairs, counterheights, etc. - 

specifically related to individual units

11. Misc Community Engagement Annice G. What/when do you anticipate as "the" meeting that includes "the" plan - as you have resolved it to be: a 

master plan revelation.

11. Misc Parking Tom R. With fairly shallow bedrock and limestone underneath, any change of underground parking? (It's 

expensive I know)

11. Misc Master Developer Jamie P. As the "developer" on this project, what does that actually mean? Are you literally designing and 

builing everything on site? 

11. Misc Community Engagement Linda C. Please start your meetings on time. Many of us came on time out of respect for your agenda & now we’re told 
that we’ll be starting in ten minutes or so. We also have other things to do with our time. Thank you

11. Misc Smart City Technology John W. How will “smart city” Technologies be integrated into the Ford site development?  Smart Buildings, Smart 
Homes, Video Surveillance, Start Meters (gas, electric, water), Connected Parking Meters, Optical Networks, 
Intelligent traffic signals, Photovoltaic (solar panels) and grid inverters 5G wireless technology

11. Misc Community Engagement Sarah S. What community engagement do you have planned outside of neighborhood meetings? As a parent of 

two small children, it is hard for me to make a meeting. 
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Development Category Ryan Proposed  Max Allowable 
 Density  Density by Zoning % of Max 
HOUSING TOTAL ~3,800 Units 4,000 Units 95% 
 
EMPLOYMENT TOTAL ~265,000 SF 450,000 SF 59%
  
RETAIL TOTAL ~150,000 SF 300,000 SF 50%
  
Automobiles assumed by density:                               75% 
 
The 3,800 housing units included in Ryan’s plan are comprised of:  
     2,250 multi-family units, 750 affordable units, 280 rowhomes, 35 single-family         
     homes, 85 Condominiums, and 400 senior rental units  
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RYAN THEMES 



 

10 Items We 

Are  
Intending to 
Include in 
our Plan:  

• Properties beyond the Plant Parcel 
• Golf course 
• Significant surface parking lots 
• Ford Museum  
• Architectural character different from existing 

neighborhood 
• Density that exceeds the current plan  

• Complete sustainability strategy   
• Corporate Campus  
• Ten-story buildings  
• Less than 1000 Trees 

 



 

10 Items We 
Intend to 
Include in 
our Plan:  
 

• Road system and street grid in approved Master Plan 
• Bike and pedestrian focused street sections as described 
in approved Master Plan 

• Publically accessible open space – over 50 acres 
• Significant amount of affordable housing 
• Robust sustainability plan and lots of green  
• Dynamic retail district focused on quality, not quantity 
• Central water feature 
• Mixed-use buildings and retail district along Ford Pkwy 
• Soft edges 
• Diverse types of housing   
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Next Steps  
NEXT STEPS 
• November 1, 2018 

AUAR 
 

• November 1, 2018 
Traffic Study 
 

 
NEXT UPDATE MEETING: 
• Mid-November 2018 (Nov. 13 or 14)  

Update Meeting 5 
To be determined 

 
 














